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On 1 July 1849 a wagon train from Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, completed its journey of 850 miles over the Santa Fe Trail and halted in a
parking yard on the outskirts of Santa Fe. In the line oflumbering cargo
wagons, piled with military supplies and consumer goods, was a
canopied carriage-a "Light Jersey Travelling Wagon"-occupied by a
U.S. Army officer and a male civilian. The officer, a slender six-footer
named Alexander Welch Reynolds, was a thirty~three-year-old
Quartermaster's Department captain with riveting eyes, a broad, handsome forehead, and a long, strong-jawed face. A contemporary photograph suggests determination to the point of fierceness but little else
about his personality and character. He was well known, however, not
only to his immediate superiors but also to the army's quartermaster
and adjutant generals, respectively Thomas S. Jesup and Roger Jones,
with whom he had been in periodic trouble throughout his eleven-year
career. Reynolds's difficulties, both officers knew, steinmed from a
casual attitude toward orders, regulations, and authority, and a propensity for mingling private pursuits with military duties. Jesup, who had
replaced Jones as Reynolds's commanding officer two years before
when Reynolds was transferred from the infantry, was therefore not
surprised to learn in due course that the light Jersey traveling wagon
was Reynolds's personal property and, contrary to strict regulations,
had been drawn across the prairies and plains by a team of army mules. 1
Reynolds's companion, a Pennsylvanian named Thomas S. J.
Johnson, age twenty-nine, was also well known to the army high command, for Jesup had had him court-martialed and dismissed from the
Weymouth. T. Jordan Jr. is a historian, editor, and writer on the staff of the Historical
Publications Section of the North Carolina Division ofArchives and History in Raleigh. John
D. Chapla is an independent historian residing in Washington, D.C. Shan C. Sutton is an
archivist in the Special Collections Department of the University ofArizona Library, Tucson.
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service in 1845 for embezzling departmental funds and threatening to
horsewhip a United States district court judge. Jesup subsequently
employed Johnson as a civilian wagon master, and during the Mexican
War he turned up at Monterrey. There Reynolds, who was about to
undertake his first quartermaster assignment, hired him as a clerk.
When Reynolds was ordered to Missouri in March 1849, he took
Johnson along and, to the dismay of Jesup, who believed that Johnson
was still driving wagons, appointed him an army purchasing agent.
Jesup upbraided Reynolds for reintroducing a convicted embezzler into
the department's financial affairs but, for unknown reasons, did not
order Johnson fired. No doubt Jesup later regretted the decision.
Beginning with Reynolds's service at Monterrey and extending through
his entire two years in New Mexico, his accounts were chronically
delinquent, incomplete, and out of balance. In due time, Reynolds too
would be charged with embezzlement, but in July 1849 he and Johnson
were not only army comrades but also friends and business partners.
Their primary purpose in coming to New Mexico was not to serve their
country but to seek their fortunes. 2
Mercenary though they were, Reynolds and Johnson were not, by
definition, discreditably motivated. The frontier had always been a
magnet for Americans seeking economic opportunity, and, when circumstances permitted, soldiers often supplemented their meager pay
through private enterprise. However, the New Mexico Territory, which
was annexed to the United States by Brig. Gen. Stephen W. Kearny in
1846, the first year of the Mexican War, afforded possibilities and
temptations beyond the norm. Its pre-industrial economy was
characterized by limited civilian demand, few producers of goods and
services, and a shortage of specie. Army supplies thus had to be brought
in at great cost over the Santa Fe Trail, produced by civilian employees,
or, when possible, purchased locally. Civilian traders, entrepreneurs,
and opportunists, joined by a few w~althy Hispano, American, French,
German, and Jewish residents, therefore turned their attention to
meeting the military's requirements for flour, beef, forage, lumber,
firewood, and transportation. 3
Army regulations required that supplies be purchased from civilian contractors by disbursing officers or their salaried agents, and
profit-making transactions between such officers and their agents or
business partners were prohibited. Nevertheless, some quartermasters
and commissaries were known to purchase, at inflated prices set by
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themselves, commodities that their agents or business partners produced. Not all disbursing officers were dishonest, of course, and others·
picked their spots and curbed their greed. Reynolds, however, did neither. During 1849 -1851 he created, through unwritten agreements with
Johnson and other confederates, a business empire of flagrant illegality
while acquiring a number of valuable properties and becoming, despite
his lowly captain's salary of$98.50 a month, one of the richest and most
powerful political leaders in New Mexico. Concurrently, his quartermaster accounts fell into such disarray that in October 1851 he was
recalled to Washington and, after a lengthy investigation, kicked out of
the service.
This article, then, recounts the rise and fall of a manipulative and
unscrupulous soldier, entrepreneur, and powerbroker whose capacity for
self-inflicted adversity, self-justification, and extricating himself from
seemingly inextricable difficulties fell little short of genius. In that
process, the authors will attempt to unravel the web of Reynolds's illicit activities; fathom the motives that prompted them; document their
conviction that he was a primary and largely unrecognized influence in
corrupting the dynamics of New Mexico's early territorial history; and
suggest reasons why, if their assessments are correct, reconsideration of
some accepted political and economic interpretations of the territorial
period may be in order.
Alexander Welch Reynolds, son of Thomas B. Reynolds, a semiliterate, hardscrabble farmer, and Nancy Welch, a woman of refinement
and education for her time and place, was born in 1816 at Lewisburg,
Greenbrier County, in what became in 1863 the state of West Virginia.
In the spring of 1832, after graduating from a local academy with the
rudiments of a classical education, Reynolds wrote to one of his mother's half-brothers, Col. Matthe,w Arbuckle of the Seventh RegimentU.S.
Infantry, to request his recommendation for appointment to the United
States Military Academy. In a letter to Secretary of War Lewis Cass
dated 18 May of that year, Arbuckle described his nephew as "a youth
of very fair.promise ... [who] is at this time, or at the Farthest will in a
few months be[,] qualified to receive the appointment he desires."
Thirteen months later, on ··1 July 1833, Reynolds matriculated at West
. Point in a class that inCluded future Civil War generals Joseph Hooker,
Braxton Bragg, Jubal Early, John C. Pemberton, and Henry H. Sibley.4
With the exception of drawing, in which he stood first in his class
on at least one occasion and probably ranked highly throughout his West
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Point career, Reynolds's performance at the academy was mediocre.
Deficiencies in "nat[ural] philosophy" (science) forced him to repeat his
third year, and during his senior year he accumulated 175 demerits-a
number only twenty-five short of automatic recommendation for dismissal. Nevertheless, he graduated on 1 July 1838, a year late and an
undistinguished thirty-fifth in a class of forty-five. 5
In the nine years that followed Reynolds saw service as an infantry
lieutenant from 1839-1840 during the Second Seminole War, married
Mary Reeves Ash, a widow with two young children, and produced a
son and daughter whom he named Frank and Sally.6 Following the
Second Seminole War, he was stationed at forts in Wisconsin, Iowa, and
Missouri and assigned to recruiting duty in Philadelphia, Mary's hometown. There Reynolds moved effortlessly into an influential circle of
bankers, lawyers, journalists, and businessmen whom Mary had known
during her marriage to the late Dr. Thomas F. Ash, and he became
active in Democratic Party politics. In March 1847, apparently tiring of
the rigors of infantry service, Reynolds wrote to the assistant quartermaster general in Washington and requested a quartermaster's appointment. Among the several applicants was an impressive young infantry
captain, Samuel G. French, who had ranked fourteenth in the West
Point class of 1843, won two brevets for gallantry during the ongoing
war with Mexico, and was currently recovering from a wound received
at Buena Vista. 7
Now one day [French recollected in his memoirs] ... a friend
of mine, Mr. Nugent, came to my room and imparted to me the
information that I would not get the appointment because [being
physically unfit] I could not "take the field," and that it would
be given to Lieut. A. W. Reynolds, who was in Philadelphia on
recruiting service. Nugent was connected with a newspaper and
was at times an assistant in the office of James Buchanan,
Secretary of State.... On that day J[ohn] W. Forney, editor of
The Pennsylvanian, a Democratic paper in Philadelphia, was in
the office of Mr. Buchanan and agreed to throw ... [George M.]
Dallas, Vice-President [under James K. Polk], overboard [as a
candidate in the 1848 election] and support Mr. Buchanan for
the presidency provided certain things were done by him for Mr.
Forney. One of these items was that A. W. Reynolds should be
appointed assistant quartermaster. I asked Nugent what special
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service Reynolds had rendered, as he had not been in Mexico at
all. ... "Why [he replied] he has always carried his recruits to
the polls to vote for Forney's Democratic friends." And thus it
was; and on the 5th of August Reynolds was appointed [assistant quartermaster with the rank of captain] "to take the field."
Reynolds was a genial fellow and "took the field" by remaining
in Philadelphia until the spring of 1848, when he went to
Matamoras [sic] to bring some mules to the States. 8
Although of little importance in itself, the episode establishes
Reynolds's credentials at the callow age of thirty as a ward heeler in the
Philadelphia Democratic Party machine. That status and, it would
appear, the patronage of John W. Forney, would one day rescue his fortunes when absolute ruin seemed certain.
As French stated, Reynolds was transferred to the Quartermaster's
Department on 5 August 1847 but remained for a time in Philadelphia.
In January 1848 he was ordered to Matamoros, where he arrived in .
March just as the war was ending. He then served for three months at
Monterrey. After commanding a wagon train on a two-month, six-hundred-mile trek from Camargo, Mexico, to Nacogdoches, Texas (no
doubt the basis for French's gibe about bringing some mules to the
States), he was sent to St. Louis and then to Fort Leavenworth to await
orders for New Mexico. With Mary, Frank, Sally, Reeves and Helen Ash
(his two stepchildren), Thomas S. 1. Johnson, and a "female servant," he
departed for his new post in May 1849. 9
In most important aspects, New Mexico at the time of Reynolds's
arrival remained much as it was before the coming of Brigadier General
Kearny. P.ueblo Indians,· converted nominally to Christianity by
Spanish priests generations earlier, were agricultural, pastoral, and generally peaceable; nomadic tribes of Apaches, Navajos, Utes, and other
indios barbaros continued their customary raids and depredations; and
the largely illiterate Hispano majority, condemned to economic slavery
under the peonage system, subsisted on the edge of poverty. A printing
press and sawmill were again in oper:ation after hiatuses of many years,
and business activity was increasing, but railroad transportation was
still thirty years in the future, telegraphy would span the Atlantic before
it reached Santa Fe, and the territory's primary product remained, as it
.
had long been, mutton. 10
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Continuities notwithstanding, the coming of the U.S. Army disrupted, particularly in garrison towns, the genuine if somewhat turbulent
consonance of New Mexican life. By 1849 Santa Fe-reputedly a
"filthy place" where crows fed on animal carcasses in the streets-had
seemingly metastasized into the "Gomorrah of the Modem World."
According to various all-but-unanimous and generally prejudiced foreign observers, "gambling, drunken fandangoes [sic] and debaucheries"
were endemic; crime, violence, and corruption "rampant"; and the
town's "vile" civilian and military inhabitants "disgusting."ll
To those infelicities one might add "political turmoil." From August
1846 until March 1851, when the New Mexico Territory was formally
established under the Compromise of 1850, the federal government was
hamstrung by the national controversy over slavery. This allowed the
new territory to drift under an "organiclaw" promulgated by Kearny and
enforced by an army commander who exercised power as military governor in both civil anci military affairs. In the meantime, two provisional
governments organized by an increasingly restive citizenry failed to
obtain federal recognition, and two highly antagonistic political factions,
known informally as the Territorial and State Parties, evolved. The
Territorialists were led by Supreme Court Chief Justice Joab Houghton,
a Kearny appointee and former U.S. consul at Santa Fe, who possessed
no legal training and, for a man with his judicial responsibilities, seemed
excessively preoccupied with private mercantile pursuits. However,
Houghton was most objectionable for exploiting conflicts of interest
inherent in his overlapping roles as chief justice, political powerbroker,
and frontier entrepreneur. The Territorialists ostensibly advocated formal,
Congressionally authorized status for New Mexico as a self~governing
territory of the United States and the consequent establishment of a civil
government independent of the military. Their chief concern, however,
reflected that of Justice Houghton; namely, preservation and enhancement of their economic, judicial, and political power. Those, they
believed, depended on maintenance of New Mexico's political status
quo as a quasi-territory in which ultimate authority was exercised by
their ally, the U.S. Army.12
The State Party was not devoid of avaricious and politically ambitious men, but its advocacy of statehood, desire for the well-being ofNew
Mexico and its peoples, and detestation of the military government and
its Territorialist confederates were genuine. State Party leaders included
James S. Calhoun, the federally appointed superintendent of Indian
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Chief Justice Joab Houghton. (Photograph, MSS 987-012, courtesy Center
for Southwest Research, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.)

affairs for New Mexico, and Richard H. Weightman, a plainspoken,
quick-tempered former army officer and paymaster, who championed
Hispano and Pueblo defendants in the courtS. l3 The State and Territorial
Parties were both dependent on Hispano support for representation in the
largely nugatory but dangerously vociferous territorial legislature and
therefore advocated, nominally in the case of the Territorialists, protection of Hispano rights granted by the Kearny Code. Those included the
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franchise and freedom of worship. Affluent Hispanos, known as ricos,
were well represented in both parties, but pobres, believing themselves
victims of exploitation and injustice under the regime of military governor Col. John Munroe and his predecessors, gravitated increasingly
toward the State Party. Most army officers, professing the need to protect
American interests from nomadic Indians and typically distrustful and
disdainful of Hispanos, supported the Territorialists. Many probably did
so on grounds of genuine, if prejudiced, conviction, but others merely
wished to perpetuate opportunities for graft that might be lost if Munroe's
regime were replaced by a territorial or state civil government. No one in
the military epitomized that viewpoint more unequivocally than the
Territorial Party's chief link to its army allies and only important noncivilian leader, Capt. Alexander W. Reynolds. 14
During his twenty-eight-month tenure in New Mexico, Reynolds
was quartermaster of the post at Santa Fe from about 1 October 1849
through 30 March 1850; chief quartermaster of the territory from about
1 April through at least 31 August 1850; and again quartermaster at
Santa Fe from about 1 September 1850 until about 30 October, 1851. 15
While serving as such, he purchased outright or became part owner of
two sawmills, two gold mines, four ranches, two houses and several
lots in Santa Fe, and three Santa Fe hotels (the Exchange, the
Independence House, and the Hillary). 16 By 1850, according to the federal census of that year, Reynolds, Mary, and nine-year-old Frank
owned property valued at $32,500, $35,000, and $4,200 respectivelyfigures that, if accurate, made the Reynolds family the wealthiest in
New Mexico. 17
There is. little doubt that Reynolds acquired those properties
through fraudulent business deals and embezzlements from the
Quartermaster's Department amounting, as Treasury Department auditors later determined, to as much as $122,000. The evidence of those
abuses was overwhelming and, as will be seen, eventually brought
Reynolds before two courts of law. Initially, however, it must have
appeared to Quartermaster General Jesup that his refractory subordinate was merely performing with customary indifference to regulations-a deduction suggested by the nonarrival in Washington of his
returns for the first and second quarters of 1850. Aside from those
omissions, the first intimation Jesup had that things were seriously
amiss probably came when a complaint, dated 2 August 1850, arrived
from another New Mexico quartermaster, Bvt. Maj. Andrew W. Bowman
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of the Third Regiment .U.S. InfantrY. According to Bowman, Reynolds
had failed after repeated application to furnish vouchers for transactions
in which he and Bowman were principals. Consequently, Bowman was
unable to render his return for the second quarter of 1850. On 31 October
Jesup informed Reynolds ofBowman's complaint, reminded him that his
first and second quarter returns were overdue, and reprimanded him for
failing to render monthly reports of persons employed, stores received,
and transportation. After citing additional irregularities, Jesup warned
that unless matters were corrected, Reynolds would be reported through
the secretary of war to the president. 18
On 29 April 1851 events came to an abrupt crisis when a deposition
alleging malfeasance by Reynolds and sworn to by one of his civilian
employees arrived at the office of Secretary of War Charles M. Conrad:
James M. Davis, late a resident of New Mexico ... deposes on
oath that ... from October [1849] until the 9th of February 1850,
he was in the employment of Alexander W. Reynolds . . . in
Santa Fe ... [and] that [his] duties ... were to receive [fire]wood
brought from the mountains by the government teams and team- .
sters in the employment of said Reynolds ...; to measure the
wood[;] and ... to deliver the wood
to the officers, soldiers,
and employees of the government. .
That in less than one month after the undersigned entered
by
upon [those] duties ... Mr. Robert Nesbit of Santa Fe
whom is purchased all the hay, wheat, com and fodder for
the
government, and by whom it is after purchase sold to Capt.
Reynolds, informed the undersigned that the wood in the future
to be brought into Santa Fe ... was his (Nesbit's) wood....
[S]ubsequently, upon two occasions, Mr. Nesbit said to the
undersigned that Capt. Reynolds feared the undersigned did not,
in measuring the wood and delivering it, stint the measure sufficiently, and that he (Reynolds) had so expressed himself to him
(Nesbit), and that upon the undersigned expressing surprise that
Reynolds[,] the buyer, should fear to get on behalf of the government too much ofthat which it was paying for ... Mr. Nesbit
added these words, "You must know that Capt. Reynolds is part
owner ofthe wood."
The undersigned doth further depose ... that the great bulk
of the wood was brought into Santa Fe, and that all of it was
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delivered through the city, in teams belonging to the u.s. government, and by teamsters employed by the Quartermaster ...
who were paid, nearly all who brought and all who delivered,
by said Quartermaster with funds of the U. States, and not by
Robert Nesbit. 19

In a covering letter Davis also criticized Reynolds's personal conduct.
"I have seen Capt. Reynolds and Mr. Johnson," he wrote, "at nights at the
gaming tables of Santa Fe, lose hundreds of dollars ... at the game of
Monte, and at the same time . . . half scores of discharged employees
standing around the office door . . . for the purpose of being paid.... I
have seen them waiting the convenience of the Quartermaster's dept thus
for days and for a week, while the officers ... trifl[ ed] their time around
town." With regard to Davis's gambling charge there was corroboration:
According to Indian agent Calhoun, Reynolds was "a perfect non conformist to certain rules and regulations which forbid disbursing officers
the luxury of gambling. This fact is as notorious as the noonday sun...."20
Davis's deposition and letter were promptly passed on to Jesup,
who dispatched a trusted subordinate, Bvt. Lt. Col. Thomas Swords, to
Santa Fe to investigate. In defense of his conduct, Reynolds presented Swords with affidavits signed by four of his former or current
employees, two of whom-Robert Nesbit (a former forage master)
and William J. Davy (one of Reynolds's clerks)-were co-owners of
one of Reynolds's ranches and alleged co-conspirators. The other two
were Palmer J. Pillans, a lawyer, sometime member of the Territorial
Party, and onetime "superintendent" of the Santa Fe quartermaster's
"outdoor business," and John Kelly, a civilian wagon master in
Reynolds's employment. A fifth affidavit was signed by James
Mahoney, a merchant whose connection with Reynolds is unclear. All
denied any knowledge of or participation in defrauding the government and pilloried Davis as a "habitual drunk[ard]" and ne'er-do-well
of "utter worthlessness and dissipation."21
Nesbit claimed he signed the wood contract with and at the insistence of Reynolds's predecessor, Capt. Thomas L. Brent, and that assertions of a partnership between himself and Reynolds were, with the
exception of their co-ownership of a ranch, "wholly devoid of truth."
Unfortunately for Nesbit's credibility, a copy of the Brent contract
could not be located at the Quartermaster's Department in Washington,
where regulations required that one be filed. Even more damaging, had
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Swords troubled to inquire, would have been Brent's subsequent categorical assertion that "no [such] contract was ever made by me with Mr.
Nesbit." As to Nesbit's claim he had no business connections with
Reynolds other than their ranch, an examination of New Mexico court
records reveals that on 27 May 1851 Nesbit executed a bill of exchange
obligating Reynolds to pay $2,500 for "value received" to Pinckney R.
Tully and Isham S. Ferguson, proprietors of a cargo transportation firm.
On 23 October, two days after the date of Swords's report, a "writ of
attachment" was issued by the Santa Fe district court ordering the U.S.
marshal to seize from Reynolds, for defaulting on his debt to Tully and
Ferguson, the Exchange Hotel, two houses, and "one black horse."The
matter ultimately resulted in extended litigation, not against the army,
as would have been the case had Nesbit been acting as a government
agent, but against Reynolds in his capacity asa private businessman. 22
, Swords's report suggests that his investigation, contrary to an
admonition from Jesup on "thoroughness," was confined to a reading
of five depositions, a cursory examination of Reynolds's accounts, and
inquiries concerning the bona fides (condemned "without a single
exception" by some of Santa Fe's "most respected citizens") of James
Madison Davis. As Swords saw it, Reynolds was not guilty of "willful
neglect or intentional error," let alone collusion and fraud, but of "trusting too much to his agents," possessing an "entire want of business
habits," and performing his duties in a "very loose and negligent manner." That charitable conclusion to the contrary, there was one accusation' that seemed both irrefutable and damning. Capt. Langdon C:
Easton, who had replaced Reynolds as territorial quartermaster on
about 1 September 1850, stated that he had put a stop at that time to
Reynolds's practice of paying Nesbit $3.50 a cord for wood that could
be readily purchased from other sources for $1.50. 23 Swords, however,
neglected to investigate Easton's allegation. Had he done so, he would
have discovered, as Treasury Department auditors later did, that some
of Reynolds's largest disbursements, rariging up to $7,000, were to
Nesbit for firewood and "saw logs" (logs to be cut into lumber). He
might have discovered also, as the same auditors reported, that "Capt.
Brent was able to procure from the labor of employees in the 3d
q[uarte]r of 1849 more than the amount of wood required for issue ...
[but] Capt. Reynolds[,] with more than twice the number of Laborers
employed in the succeeding qr., [reports] ... no wood [emphasis
added] as having been procured from their labor, either in that or in
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any subsequent-'-almost the entire supply ... in the 4[th] qr. [18]49 &
during the year 1850 having been purchased from Mr. Nesbit."24
Concurrent with his quartermaster operations, property acquisitions,
and business dealings, Reynolds became deeply involved in territorial
politics. His first such venture may have occurred on 14 February 1850
when, presumably acting under orders from Colonel Munroe, he offered
the governrnent-owned printing press, the only one in New Mexico, for
sale at public auction. The high bid of $180 was made by Territorial
Party representatives, who shortly thereafter began publishing the Santa
Fe Gazette, a noisy advocate of Territorialist policies. Calhoun and
Weightman immediately cried foul, claiming that "insufficient notice"
ofthe auction was given; "the Sale was not held at the place advertised";
bids "above that for which the Press was sold" were ignored; and "the
Auctioneer & Purchaser were quarter master men." A court of inquiry,
convened on 23 February, found that some of the charges were "substantially correct." Nevertheless, the court predictably concluded that no
important irregularities had occurred and that the press "brought all that
anyone appeared ... disposed to pay for it." Among the court's more
dubitable findings was that "the Purchaser was not a Quarter Master
man." In fact, all three purchasers were or had been "associated with the
army or military government." One of them was Thomas S. J. Johnson,
who was appointed coeditor of the Gazette. 25
The significance ofthe printing press episode in Reynolds's rise as a
Territorialist leader is uncertain, but in July 1850 he was defeated as the
party's candidate for a U.S. Senate seat representing an abortive, locally
engineered state govemment. In September of the following year, six
months after the new territorial government, sanctioned by the
Compromise of 1850, took office, he ran against Richard Weightman for
New Mexico's seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. By that time,
however, Territorialist fortunes were approaching their nadir. Exploitation
by dishonest traders and merchants, who operated in concert with corrupt
alcaldes, prefects, and judges, had provoked Pueblos and pobres to elect
. an anti-Territorialist, Hispano-dominated legislature; former Indian superintendent James S. Calhoun, the Territorialists' implacable enemy, had
been appointed civil governor; military commander Col. John Munroe,
powerful ally and protector of the Territorialists, had been replaced; and
federally appointed judges had been installed in the seats of Houghton's
judiciary. In short, the legislative, executive, and judicial foundations of
Territorialist power were in ruins. Unless Reynolds could win election to
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Gov. James S. Calhoun. (Photograph, MSS 987-012, .courtesy Center for
Southwest Research, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.)

the House of Representatives, where Calhoun and his civil government
could perhaps be undermined, Territorialist dominion in New Mexico
was finished.2 6
In a manifesto addressed "to the people of New Mexico," but
directed primarily at Pueblo Indians, Reynolds (billing himself as the
"Amigo de los Pobres") accused Calhoun of attempting to "disenfranchise ... [the Pueblos] of their rights" by "build[ing] up a political party
that would secure the election of a certain individual [Weightman] ...
to Congress." Calhoun's dismissal of corrupt prefects, alcaldes, and
judge's was denounced as an effort "to make place for political partizans
[sic]," and he was falsely quoted as advocating eviction of Pueblos
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from their land and their ultimate enslavement. "If you are prepared to
fold your anns and quietly submit to the usurpations already assumed,"
the manifesto proclaimed, "but a short time will elapse before you will
be called upon to submit to others, and ere long not a vestige of your
Rights will be left."27
In Calhoun's judgment, the Territorialist manifesto, "abounding in
positive falsehoods and exceedingly inflammatory," was an attempt to
foment "insurrection and treason" by "induc[ing] the Pueblo ... to take
up arms." That accusation may be exaggerated, but the Territorialists'
goal clearly was to create so much excitement, unrest, and fear that_
restoration of military control would be demanded by the people and
countenanced as a necessity by Washington. During June, twelve
Pueblo delegations descended upon the Palace of the Governors
demanding explanations of reports that they were to be driven from
their ancestral lands. Two of those groups fled Santa Fe after hearing
rumors they were about to be murdered. In addition, Calhoun wrote,
reports "were fabricated and put in circulation of collisions, the destruction of property, and the approach of Wild Indians, and for several days
the public mind was in a very fevered condition." One such report was
submitted by Territorialist ex-judge Charles Beaubien, who informed
Calhoun on 11 June that Pueblos and Hispanos were holding "secret
meetings" in the Taos district to "organiz[e] an insurrection[,] its object
[being] the extermination of the Americans and the Robbery of their
Property."28 The district commander's unwelcome appraisal that "all
the excitement [was] gotten up ... through political feeling" was sharply
rejected by Munroe, who dismissed that officer from his post and
rushed reinforcements to Taos to rescue Beaubien. There, according to
Weightman, they found "the people . . . peacefully cultivating their
fields and guarding their flocks and herds."29
In a similar episode, Nesbit reported that his camp in the "Grand
Biah," where he and his employees were cutting hay under contract
with the Quartermaster's Department, was attacked by 250 to 300
Navajos. No one was killed, Nesbit stated, but over one hundred privately owned mules and horses, for which he, Captain Reynolds, and
others requested government indemnification, were run off. Governor
Calhoun, although acknowledging "several murders and depredations"
by the Navajos during July, was unable to corroborate Nesbit's report
and was clearly skeptical of its veracity. He therefore warned the
commissioner of Indian affairs in Washington against paying "greatly
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exaggerated" claims based on "the weakest proof," and nothing more
was heard of the matter. 3D
At the same time, bloodshed was narrowly averted in Santa Fe
when the Our Lady of Light Church, which Reynolds had rented, as a
Quartermaster's Department storehouse, was turned over to the civil
government for use as a court. According to supreme' court clerk Caleb
Sherman, "factionalists" intent upon "stir[ring] up the Mexican people
to sedition ... call[ed] it desecration[,] endeavoring thereby to prejudice the Mexicans against the Judiciary and the Executive ... for the
avowed purpose of ... electing Capt. Reynolds." So much "excitement" was created, Sherman wrote, that on the morning of 25 August
"an outbreak appeared inevitable." Fortunately, the bishop of New
Mexico, John Lamy, believing that "the people had been wrought upon
... for political purposes," interceded in behalf of the government,
instructing his parishioners that he would "rather see every church
building in New Mexico destroyed than that one finger be raised
against the civil authorities." Lamy then ordered them "to go home and
be quiet," and they did SO.3\
Perhaps more inimical to Reynolds's electoral prospects than the
failure of such machinations was the arrival, in Santa Fe on 19 July
1851, ofthe new military commander of the New Mexico Territory, Bvt.
Col. Edwin V. "Bull Head" Sumner (so dubbed after his head deflected
a spent musket ball at Cerro Gordo). Sumner had been Reynolds's commanding officer at Fort Atkinson, Iowa Territory, in 1842, but whatever
his disposition towards his former subordinate, his instructions from
Secretary of War Conrad were explicit: "remov[e] the troops out of the
towns ... towards the frontier and nearer to the Indians"; "use every
effort to reduce the enormous expenditures of the Army in New Mexico,
particularly in the Quarter Master's and Subsistence Departments";
"diminish" the number of civilian employees; and "clear the military
from interfering with civil affairs." As a first step, Sumner moved
"immediately" to separate his "demoralized" troops from their "vicious
associations" in Santa Fe-which he dubbed a "sink of vice and extravagance"-and remove them and all public property to Fort Union, a new
post in closer proximity to the· Comanches, Kiowas, and Apaches.
Sumner also had plans for Reynolds. "I knew that no man could do the
duty of quartermaster and be engaged in politics," Sumner wrote. "I
therefore determined to ... take him with me on the Navajo Expedition,
and ... secure his undivided attention to his military duties." Reynolds
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Col. Edwin V. Sumner. (Photograph courtesy Massachusetts Commandery
Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States and the U.S. Army
Military History Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Penn.)

was given until 14 August to wind up his quartermaster affairs, and on
that date he sallied reluctantly forth into the sagebrush and pinon to chastise the Navajos.32
Amid attempts by Reynolds's supporters to disrupt the voting with
intimidation and violence, the election took place on 1 September. In one
incident a soldier named Burtinett, two army wagon masters, and nine
other men quaffing from liquor bottles voted illegally in Albuquerque
over the protests of an election judge. They then proceeded to another
precinct where, while attempting to shut down the polling place,
Burtinett was shot dead. Such episodes failed to accomplish their purpose: by a margin of about 650 votes out of approximately 8,000 cast,
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Reynolds's career as a New Mexico politician was permanently terminated. 33
Reynolds's troubles were by no means limited to malfeasance
charges leveled by James Madison Davis, rough handling by the gruff,
no-nonsense Sumner, and election defeats. Indeed, those difficulties
were minor compared to his ongoing problems with Jesup and the
Treasury Department auditors. In April 1851 Reynolds finally
responded to Jesup's insistent demands by submitting a return for the
first quarter of 1850 as well as some money and property accounts and
"summary statements." However, Jesup continued to complain that no
"monthly Reports of persons & articles hired and employed" had been
received since September 1849. On 14 June Deputy Q.M. Gen.
Charles Thomas informed Reynolds that he (Reynolds) had failed to
report $18,000 transferred by his predecessor. A month later Jesup, losing all patience, demanded to know what had become of $71,179.52
for which receipts were on file but which Reynolds had failed to credit. As a result of those discrepancies, Reynolds's accounts for the third
and fourth quarters of 1850 and the first quarter of 1851 were deemed
"entirely erroneous, the two former representirig that a balance was
due to him by the U.S. when ... much larger amounts were due to the
U.S. from him." "Immediately on the receipt of this letter," Thomas .
.ordered Reynolds on the same date, "[you will] explain the cause of
these errors & omissions.... I am instructed ... to inform you that
you will be ordered to repair to this city without delay, and to direct
that you bring with you all your books and papers, that you may be
fully prepared to settle your accounts."34
Thomas's threat was not idle. By about 30 October 1851 Reynolds
and the wife and two children of Palmer 1. Pillans, riding in a mail
wagon, were on their way to f ort Leavenworth~a trip that almost cost
all four their lives. Three days east of Fort Union the group encountered
a blizzard during which the mules died ofhypothennia. Reynolds, Mrs.
Pillans, and the children then proceeded on foot, apparently without
military escort, toward a nearby fort and were rescued a day or two
later by army scouts. "Not daring to build fires ... for fear of the
Indians," Capt. John Pope reported, they were in severe distress and
"the very hardest looking characters I saw on the road."35
Reynolds's arrival in Washington marked the beginning of a long,
dismal period during which he was under investigation by Treasury
Department auditors. Concurrently, political and personal financial mat-
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ters occupied his attention. Hoping to reverse his election defeat, he presented a "memorial" to the House of Representatives alleging "illegal
and improper interference [in the election by] the Executive [Governor
Calhoun]," including failure to order printing of election proclamations
until two weeks before voting day. With Houghton, Johnson, and four
other Territorial Party colleagues, Reynolds appeared at the Capitol in
February 1852 and, according to Weightman, did "a great ... business
walking up and down the Avenue [buttonholing congressmen]."36
On 15 March Weightman took the floor of the House to defend the
legality of his election. Quoting from a letter he had sent to Reynolds,
Weightman categorically denied any improprieties by Calhoun and cited
specific instances of "improper interference [in civil affairs by] the military ... aided and abetted by the sutlers, com contractors, et id genus
omne, who draw profits from ... an extravagant administration of the
quartermaster's department." In response to Reynolds's charge that
Calhoun had failed to order timely printing of election proclamations,
Weightman noted that "no one is better informed than yourself' that "the
proprietors and controllers of the only press in New Mexico are your
partisans." The real victim of such manipulation, Weightman pointed
out, was the State Party: denied access to the press by its Territorialist
owners, the party was forced to produce hand-written ballots for its candidates "to the number of fifteen or twenty thousand."37
Weightman's counterattack was not limited to defense of his
Congressional seat and Governor Calhoun. In a two-hour speech that
probably constitutes the most damning indictment ever made of the
Territorial Party and the U.S. Army's rule in New Mexico, he assailed
both for creating "a government which harassed and oppressed the people," "disturbed congregations in the control of their own temples,"
"fined and imprisoned the people without the intervention of juries,"
"taxed them without their consent," and "embezzled the taxes when collected." As evidence of Territorialist cynicism in presenting themselves
as defenders of Hispano rights, Weightman quoted a memorial addressed
by Reynolds, Houghton, Johnson, and other party leaders to President
Millard Fillmore on 15 April 1851: "We are fully convinced," the
Amigos de los Pobres asserted, "that there is no hope for the improvement of our Territory unless Americans rule it, that the spirit of Mexican
rule must be corrupt, ignorant, and disgraceful in a Territory of the
United States, and that ... under such rule there can be no sufficient
guarantees for the secure enjoyment of property, or even of life."38
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"Now, Mr. Speaker," Weightman wryly observed in a typical riposte,
"there is a modest request . . . a republican request-a Democratic
request-that the 538 [Anglo Americans unconnected with the army]
should govern and control 61,547 [native Mexicans]! ... How can this
... be brought about? ... I answer [that] it can only be done by repealing or disregarding the existing law ... organizing the territorial government, which acknowledges the right of the people to elect their own
Legislature, county officers, etc., and by the reestablishment of the military government."39
Reynolds, Houghton, Johnson, and William G. Kephart, the new
editor of the Santa Fe Gazette, all came in for well-documented trouncings, but Weightman's most scathing denunciations were directed at
Colonel Munroe, whose "oppressions" defied not only the Kearny Code
but also, Weightman insisted, specific instructions from Washington. In
a letter dated 10 September 1850 Secretary of War Conrad had directed
Munroe "to abstain from all further interference in [the territory's] civil
or political affairs." Nevertheless, such interference had continued; for
example, records of the prefect's .court ofRio Arriba County showed that
a suit against one Francis Lopez for trading without a license was dismissed "in compliance with instructions from Colonel John Munroe
dated Santa Fe, January 5th, 1851." "Colonel Munroe's neglect to obey
orders," Weightman concluded, "I have mentioned to show the blinding
partisanship into which he permitted himself to be drawn, and the hostility which he, the military commander, had to civil government in New
Mexico. There had been, then, no abatement of the antagonism between
the military and civil authority up to the 3d of March, 1851, when
Governor Calhoun was installed. Well, Mr. Speaker, Governor Calhoun
entered upon the duties of his office, and his administration has been
supported by the people, [not because of the machinations alleged by
Reynolds but] because it in nowise resembles Munroe's."40 Whatever
House members may have thought of Weightman's broader charges,
they were convinced of the lawfulness of his election, and he was confirmed in his seat.
For Reynolds, the setbacks to pis political fortunes and military
career were secondary to a family tragedy that occurred on 14 April
1852 when his youngest child, Sally, age eight, died of scarlet fever.
During the same month, for failure to resolve discrepancies in his quartermaster accounts, his pay was stopped by the secretary of war. In the
meantime, his erstwhile friend, agent, clerk, and business partner,
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Thomas S. J. Johnson, suddenly surfaced in Washington with a new
accusation. According to a letter that Jesup wrote to Reynolds on 17
March, "It appears ... that Mr. T. S. Johnston [sic] sometime in Feby.
1850, being the owner of thirty-two wagons ... received your permission to place them for safe keeping in one of the public [army] corrals
at Santa Fe ... and that your Superintendent and wagon-master[,] supposing Mr. Johnston's wagons to be public ones[,] commenced and continued to use them ... with your Knowledge or directions for upwards of
a year, ... It further appears that these transactions took place without
the knowledge of Capt. L. C. Easton[,] the Senior officer of the Q.M.
Dept. ... Such total neglect of duty and such irregular and reprehensible conduct ... meets with my decided disapprobation."41
In response to Jesup's demand for a "full explanation," Reynolds
claimed that he did not know the wagons belonged to Johnson
because he had "received several such from Captain Brent in October
1849 and had subsequently received ... other large wagons purchased
by Capt. Easton." Upon learning that the wagons were Johnson's, he
had informed Easton and received "verbal" instructions to return
them to Johnson if he (Reynolds) could do without them. Being
unable to do so, he had retained them. Jesup clearly did not believe
that explanation, partially because it was contradicted by Easton and
partially because, as he pointed out in response to an inquiry from the
chairman of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, Johnson had
served as Reynolds's "principal clerk and agent" during the entire
period. Moreover, Jesup stated, Reynolds had 152 public wagons at
that time, "one half of which ... would have supplied all the wants of
the public service."42
Jesup's implicit points were, first, that in a territory where transportation was in chronic short supply, no one would park thirty-two
wagons in a corral for more than a year without making an effort to put
them to profitable use; and second, that as private property parked in a
government corral, the wagons could not be used legally for either private or army business. Those observations were valid as far as they went
but were based on imperfect knowledge of the facts. Johnson had purchased the wagons on credit from Ceran St. Vrain, a prosperous businessman and long-time New Mexico resident, and had also acquired, in
co-ownership with Reynolds, a sawmill four miles east of Santa Fe.
Johnson's wagons sustained severe damage, as Johnson knew at the
time, while under Reynolds's control and while being put to illegal uses
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Ceran St. Vrain. (Etching, MSS 987-012, courtesy Center for Southwest
Research,University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.)

from which Reynolds and Johnson both profited. One such use was the
hauling of saw logs to the mill to be cut into lumber. For reporting purposes and local consumption, Johnson was Reynolds's salaried agent,
and the wagons, logs, and mill were government property; in reality,
Reynolds and Johnson were business partners who paid themselves for
the logs with army funds and divided the proceeds. Most of that scenario
was later confirmed by a Treasury Department investigation and by a 17
January 1854 letter from one of Reynolds's former clerks, William A.
Miller, to Captain Easton. "In the spring of 1851 [probably 1850],"
Miller stated, "some heavy wagons were needed for hauling saw logs to
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the Gov 't Saw Mill [emphasis added], and the Wagon Master ... applied
to me.... There [were] none fit for the purpose, but in one of the yards
were a number of wagons that I supposed belonged to Mr. T. S. J.
Johnson. I went to him and asked him if he would loan them to the
Q.M. Dept. for a short time, provided they were returned in as good
order as they were taken. He replied, the wagons do not belong to me,
they belong to the Government, do what you please with them."43
More disastrous to Johnson than damage to his wagons was the revolution in Quartermaster's Department affairs wrought by Colonel
Sumner, whose draconian measures put Johnson and Reynolds out of
business and prevented Johnson from paying his debt to St. Vrain. The
New Mexico merchant then sued Johnson, and significantly, Reynolds
as well, and attached the mill and all rents due on it. On 21 June 1852
St. Vrain bought the mill for $500 at a court-ordered public auction;
however, in a move that would be inexplicable had Reynolds and
Johnson been operating a legitimate business, Sumner then claimed
army ownership of the mill and "repossessed" it. In short, although the
mill was the legal property of Reynolds and Johnson, the uses they
made of it and presumably the manner in which they financed its purchase were so irregular that the army was able to claim and secure own-·
ership. That reality notwithstanding, a Congressional committee
awarded Johnson $4,800 for damage to his wagons. Among the appeals
addressed to that body in Johnson's behalf was a letter from Justice
Houghton and Robert Nesbit attesting to the "great injustice" to which
Johnson had been subjected. 44
While the wagon episode was sorting itself out, Reynolds's difficulties intensified again when, in March 1853, the Franklin Pierce administration took office and Charles M. Conrad was replaced as secretary of
war by future Confederate president Jefferson Davis. In an ominous letter dated 11 May Davis informed Reynolds, "The report of the Second
Comptroller made to the Secretary of War on the 29th March charges
you with not having satisfactorily accounted for $41,809.42 of public
money. The report further charges you with rendering ... vouchers ...
for which you had already claimed and received credit and ... [with]
making erasures, additions and changes.... I am constrained to call
upon you for information as to the ... manner in which you propose to
answer the[se] grave charges and accusations.... [U]tmost promptness
is requisite. "45
.
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Perhaps shaken by Davis's tone, Reynolds requested, and on 15 September received, permission to return to New Mexico to obtain documentation and "testimony." On 27 November he arrived in Santa Fe and
spent a busy three months collecting vouchers and receipts, most ofwhich
were "voluntary"; that is, ex post facto certifications of transactions by
contractors and former agents. After narrowly averting incarceration in the
Santa Fe calabozo for nonpayment of personal debts, Reynolds arrived
back in Philadelphia on 30 March 1854 and announced that he had
obtamed "the evidence required." Four weeks later he informed the quartermaster general that his accounts had been submitted and, if all
vouchers "pass[ed] to his credit," he would be entitled to a $4,138.59
refund. Reynolds also requested that his pay suspension be lifted, a
request that Davis unceremoniously rejected. 46
On 28 February 1855 the Treasury Department's third auditor, Robert
J. Atkinson, unimpressed by Reynolds's new "evidence," issued a devastating, fifty-two quarto-page settlement disallowing 206 of Reynolds's
vouchers, receipts, and credits amounting to $70,481.66. 47 All of
Reynolds's "voluntary" vouchers were rejected on grounds that they
were rendered long after the date of the purported transaction, indicated the purchase of supplies that were not accounted for on returns and
inventories, related to purchases for which credit had been previously
Claimed, or showed that Reynolds illegally made purchases with personal funds and was due refunds. 48
Many of Reynolds's "original" vouchers were also rejected for
irregularities, such as failure to provide literate witnesses to the marks
inscribed by illiterate payees (the implication being that the payee was
not the person identified or did not receive the amount specified); dou, ble payments to employees for performing two full-time jobs at widespread locations; overwriting figures so that, to cite one example, the
amount paid for a large consignment of com was increased from $1.40
to $2.40 a bushel; altering voucher dates; submitting vouchers on forms
that, on the basis of their physical resemblance to other forms, were
printed at a later date than the one they carried; and overpayments to
William Davy and Thomas S. J. Johnson. 49
Completion of the third auditor's settlement was followed by
another six-month delay while the Treasury Department prepared a
summary report. On 5 September 1855 Secretary ofthe Treasury James
Guthrie informed Reynolds that, from t~e first quarter of 1848 through
the fourth quarter of 1851 he had failed, according to the second and
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third auditors, to account for property and funds totaling $122,904.57.
Reynolds was "direct[ed] and requir[ed]," Guthrie stated, to pay that
sum to the United States government "within one week," failing which
legal proceedings would be initiated. In a letter to Secretary of War
Davis dated 22 September, Guthrie specifically accused Reynolds of
"embezzlement" and laid out the charges against him. "I am of [the]
opinion," Guthrie concluded, "the public interest demands the removal
of Capt. Reynolds, and respectfully request you will lay his case before
the President for that purpose."50 .
And so, on or about 9 October 1855-undoubtedly the worst day of
his professional career if not his life-Reynolds received a copy of
General Order Number 15 signed by Secretary of War Davis: "Captain
Alexander W Reynolds . .. having on several occasions failed to render
his accounts within the period prescribed by law or satisfactorily to
account for such default; and having also failed to account satisfactorily, to a large amount, for public moneys placed in his hands, the
President of the United States directs that he be 'dismissed from the
public service.' Captain Reynolds accordingly ceases to be an officer of
the Army from October 8, 1855."51
"I have no words to express my astonishment or mortification,"
Reynolds replied to Davis on 12 October, "at so unexpected a communication.... I have never failed to render my accounts but under exigencies which no human power could avert.... In this whole transaction
I am the injured man ... with the government having all the
power
and I the feeble victim."52 In a letter to President Pierce the
next day he pleaded betrayal by his assistants and-presumably as an
exigency no human power could avert-the demands of his New
Mexico political career:
About the period of the first of these irregularities and omissions ... I was selected by the Democratic [Territorial] party as
their Candidate for . . . Congress and was prevailed upon to
accept the nomination. I thus became embroiled in the political
discussions that then agitated the whole Union and plunged
myself into the vortex of Controversy with all the unreflecting
enthusiasm of my nature, losing in the turmoil of excitement
that personal and critical supervision that my multifarious
duties demanded. In addit~on, the extent and character of my
duties called for my frequent absence from Santa Fe. . ..
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[D]uring these periods much of my business was necessarily
entrusted to my cash clerk, in whom I reposed the most implicit Confidence, and
I was assured that all matters were properly attended to
[That] he outrageously neglected to doL]
and I was not aware of this neglect until I was informed by let.ter from the Qr. M. Genl. 53
Unmoved by that disclaimer, the government filed a suit against
Reynolds to be tried the following February before the United States
District Court of Eastern Pennsylvania. On 11 December Reynolds
petitioned the court for a delay on grounds that "the testimony of witnesses, Officers of the Army and others in New Mexico and elsewhere
... could not be obtained in time." Somewhat unexpectedly that petition was granted, delaying his trial for another nineteen months. 54
Although relieved of the immediate necessity of defending himself
in court, Reynolds probably had little idea even at that late date how to
extricate himself from his difficulties. A more pressing concern, in any
event, was the disastrous state of his financial affairs. By the time he
was dismissed from the army, Reynolds's New Mexico empire was in
ruins. At least eight properties that he owned or in-which he held an
interest, including two of the four ranches, one of the two mills, and
both gold mines, had been sold by court order at public auction. The
other two ranches and one of his two Santa Fe houses were sold by
either Reynolds or his lawyers. A letter to Reynolds dated 31 January
1853 from one of his Santa Fe partners, Charles Blumner, suggests the
nature and dimensions of the debacle:
You have I hope received my letter ... in answer to Your letter
of Octobr. 15, which brought me Your power of att[orne]y and
a lot of notes & accounts.
In your last letter, ofNovbr. 13, You say "I send you all the
papers in my possession against Domingo Baca".... Domingo
Baca is dead, about 3 or 4 months; Jesus Maria Baca gone to
California with his family. We are proceeding against the Estate
of Domingo Baca.... Yarey is gone to California.... I have
not been able to collect a Dollar yet for you; but we will proceed now to bring suits against all. ... I have employed H. N.
Smith [as your attorney]; Houghton was employed by yourself.
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... Smith will write to you fully about the note of Frank Green
and the Exchange [Hotel] business.
The Hillary [Hotel] has been sold 3 or 4 times; first to
Stein, then to J. Spiegelberg, & now to Joseph Hersh. Your
interest in the same has not been sold.... Deus & Stein are not
able to pay anything now. Faundo Pino says he has paid the 100
dollars to you.... Candido Ortiz is gone to Chihuahua....
[He] was not worth 5$ here. 55
After reeling offa list of eighteen additional debtors against whom
he was proceeding, Blurnner added a few words establishing conclusively that Reynolds was in the lumber business on a personal as well as
a statement of our
official basis. "By next mail I shall ... send you
I shall likewise try to
business and ... all the cash I can get together
sell all your planks & lumber [emphasis added]."56
Reynolds's personal finances were in equally deplorable shape.
His Philadelphia home had been rented, leased, or sold two years earlier, and the family now resided in a hotel. As early as April 1853
Reynolds had written to Deputy Quartermaster General Thomas to
complain, "I have now been in Washington for more than a year....
[M]y expenses have been great, and ... I find great difficulty in supporting my family.... In order to obtain a speedy settlement ... I
respectfully request you will ... see the Hon. Sec of War and request
his early attention to [my case]." Although many delays were at his
own request or the result of his failure to supply documentation,
increasingly shrill letters on the same theme followed: "I have been
waiting so long for a settlement of my accounts," he wrote to Second
Comptroller John M. Brodhead on 11 April 1855, "that my patience is
sorely put to the test. You are aware my dear sir of the truly embarrassing situation in which I am placed-my pay having been suspended for
three years.... I have been compelled to tax friends [for] more than they
were able to suffer and I find myself overwhelmed in debt." On 29
August he informed Jesup that after four years of "dancing attendance
. on the Treasury" he was "destitute" and his property, from "neglect,"
had been "sacrificed." "Hell itself," he moaned to Brodhead a month
later, "is preferable to the miseries I endure." "For God's sake listen
to the voice of suffering," he begged Brodhead on 13 May 1856, "and
terminate my suspense."57
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To the trinary blows of dismissal· from the service, a suit filed by
the United States government, and financial catastrophe, a fourth was
added in December 1855 when a letter from the irrepressible Thomas
S. J. Johnson arrived at Reynolds's door: "I called this morning according to appointment and found you absent," Johnson wrote. "As to a
further postponement of action on my Claim of $5,859.86, I must
request you to put in writing the repeated verbal assurances you have
... given me as to the taking up in your accounts of your receipt to me
of July 1st 1851, or causing me to be otherwise paid by the Treasury
Dept. for the Lumber etc. supplied by me to you for the government. I
will then see whether and how much longer I may feel ... justified in
deferring my rights to your convenience."58
Here indeed was a new calamity. Johnson was claiming that he had
delivered lumber to Reynolds in Santa Fe for which he received only partial payment. Subsequently, Reynolds had acknowledged the shortfall,
amounting to $5,859.86, in an ambiguously worded receiptdated 1 July
1851. 59 If Johnson were to appear at the Treasury Department or in court
with proof of illicit lumber transactions, as he seemed prepared to do, the
$5,859.86 credit Reynolds had received on his accounts would be disallowed and, more to the point, the illegal nature of many of his New
Mexico business dealings might be exposed by a man whose knowledge
of them was comprehensive. Reynolds's reply to Johnson's note was
almost certainly oral, first because both men were in Philadelphia at the
time and second because Reynolds was too shrewd to put anything
incriminating in writing. Despite the absence of documentation, the
events that followed make the thrust of his response evident: By exposing illegalities in which Reynolds had been involved, Johnson would
almostcertainly expose his own complicity. Ifhe did not do so, Reynolds
would. The best way for Johnson to recover his money was to help
Reynolds win his suit, which included a claim that he was owed more
than $4,000 by the government. That money could then be paid to
Johnson. Unless Reynolds won his case and regained his commission, he
had little hope of even earning a comfortable living, let alone settling
Johnson's claim.
Johnson would probably have accepted that reasoning had Reynolds
acceded to his demand for a specific, forthright receipt. However,
Reynolds refused to sign anything. Consequently, on 20 February 1856
Johnson presented his lumber claim to the House of Representatives
Committee of Claims, which had acted favorably on his wagons claim
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the previous March. However, his new submission was rejected by the
committee three weeks later and referred to the Court of Claims in
Washington. A frustrated Johnson then set about securing evidence to
strengthen his case and, in order to exert maximum pressure on his erstwhile partner, announced himself ready to testify for the government at
Reynolds's forthcoming trial in Philadelphia. 6D
At that apparent nadir in Reynolds's affairs a ray of hope portending salvation materialized. As late as 13 May 1856 Reynolds was still
pushing for the Philadelphia court proceedings to begin. His letter of
that date, however, was his last attempt for many months to get the
trial underway. Reynolds's sudden indifference to government inaction
was motivated, the evidence suggests, by a desire to postpone the trial
until a new president took office the following March, for on 4 June
1856 former Kentucky senator John C. Breckinridge; first cousin of
one of Reynolds's New Mexico cronies, Lt. Col. John Breckinridge
Grayson of the Commissary Department, was nominated vice'-president at the Democratic Party convention in Cincinnati. Atop the
Democratic ticket was Reynolds's former benefactor, James Buchanan,
and working hard to secure the election of both was Buchanan's "chief
promoter," Breckinridge's "close friend," and Reynolds's patron in the
1847 Quartermaster's Department appointment episode, Philadelphia
editor and Democratic Party boss John W. Forney.6l
Reynolds's movements in the following weeks are untraceable, but
there is nothing in a letter that he wrote from Philadelphia on 13 April
to his sister, Sally Ann Patton, or in his 13 May letter to Brodhead (also
written from Philadelphia) to suggest that he planned to return to New
Mexico. However, sometime prior to about 7 June he departed for
Santa Fe. There, in addition to gathering character testimonials from
army comrades, he petitioned Grayson to exert his influence with
Breckinridge, who was indeed elected vice-president on the Buchanan
ticket on 4 November 1856. 62 It is also likely that Grayson's promise of
assistance involved a quid pro quo, for on 20 March 1857, by which
time Reynolds was back in Philadelphia, the flustered captain wrote to
Grayson as follows:
I received your letter yesterday on my return from Washington.
It has so overwhelmed me that I can scarcely write. Great God.
I was resting satisfied that the matter was long since settled and
was anxiously waiting to hear from you, not dreaming of any
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thing else. The first thing I did on arriving at Franklin [EI Paso,
Texas] was to See my friend [former Territorialist] Judge
[Simeon] Hart and arrange the matter for you. He promised to
attend to it without fail. Ifhe has failed to do so he has neglected to do that which I urged on him as of so vital importance to
me. I would rather have cut my heart out and laid it at your feet
than to have failed in any of my obligations to you my almost
worshiped friend-to you lowe more than to any man on
earth[,] and if I had not done ... every thing to fulfill my obligations . . . I should be stamped guilty of black ingratitude.
Confident that all was right I went on my way rejoicing, living
in· the hope that God would soon permit me to be with you
again. You can but imagine how Cut down I am and my little
wife has wept bitterly over the affair. I feel so miserable about
it that I am incapacitated to write....
If Houghton or Hart do not at once arrange our matters
draw on me here and I will Sell every thing I have ... to meet
it, but think not myoId friend that I would desigm~dlydisap
point or deceive yoU. 63
No record exists of New Mexico property transferred from
Reynolds to Grayson, and it is unlikely by that date that Reynolds had
any left to transfer. However, on 16 June 1856 Grayson had signed a
government contract with Hart for delivery to the army of 360,000
pounds of flour at 9.5¢ a pound beginning on 1 August. In mid-July it
developed that an additional supply was needed by the Regiment of
Mounted Riflemen (RMR), then en route to the territory. In the mistaken assumption, as he later claimed, that the RMR was to be stationed in
the newly acquired Gadsden Purchase, where shipment of flour would
involve additional costs, Grayson suspended the first contract. On 23
July, by which time Reynolds could have reached Santa Fe and brokered
a new arrangement, Grayson signed a second contract with Hart for
delivery of 250,000 pounds of flour at l6.7¢ a pound. As an unusually
credible court of inquiry later determined, "[D]uring the year ending
August 1st, 1857 [notwithstanding that the RMR was not in fact stationed in the Gadsden Purchase, only] 198,966 pounds [of the 360,000
specified] were demanded and received under the contract of June 16th
1856, while under that of July 23d, 1856, the whole amount of 250,000
pounds were demanded and received. It appears therefore that the more
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extravagant contract ... was executed to the exclusion of the cheaper,"
with an "actual loss" to the government of $27;818. Those findings to
the contrary, the court found "no complicity" between Hart and Grayson
and that Grayson "had no pecuniary interest in the fulfillment of the
contract. "64
Although there is no documentary proof that Reynolds brokered the
second flour contract, the dubious nature of that arrangement and the
fact that it involved an illegal "advanced payment" of $4,750 by
Grayson to Hart on about 15 August 1856 suggests, in the context of
Reynolds letter of 20 March 1851, that Reynolds engineered a kickback
for which he received (or divided with Grayson) $4,750 in badly needed cash and Grayson's promise to use his leverage with Breckinridge.
That arrangement nearly collapsed when Hart, for whatever reason,
was dilatory in returning the money to Grayson. The assistant commissary then complained to Reynolds, provoking the excited letter. Support
for that scenario exists in a letter that Reynolds wrote to Sally Ann
Patton from Santa Fe on 1 November 1856: "I hope to be able to obtain
a draft [check] as soon as Col Grayson returns.... 1 am nearly ready to
leave here ... [and] will do [so] soon."65
Although Breckinridge indeed would have been a powerful ally for
Reynolds in the new administration, he was probably not the only one.
The new secretary of war, John B. Floyd, was a fellow western
Virginian and, by Reynolds's account, a "friend" whose "influence"
was accessible. Another possible supporter was Virginia Congressman
John Letcher, Reynolds's "personal friend" and someone, according to
one of Reynolds 's New Mexico political allies, who "will assist you for
the love he bears Old Virginia." Yet another ally was almost certainly
Buchanan himself, who would have been even more receptive than he
was in 1847 to the solicitations of John Forney.66
Whatever doubts one retains that Reynolds co-opted the president
and vice-president of the United States, the secretary of war, a powerful Congressman, or some combination thereof are considerably
allayed by the events that unfolded when the Buchanan administration
took office on 4 March 1857. As recently as 21 February the outgoing
treasury secretary, James Guthrie, had emphatically rejected Reynolds's
proposal that the Philadelphia district court case, slated for trial by jury,
be submitted instead "to three arbitrators[,] two of whom shall be business men of Philadelphia and appointed by [presiding] Judge [John K.]
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Kane, and the third ... [an] accounting officer of the [treasury] department who shall be acquainted with accounts of this nature. "67
On 18 March, however, the new treasury secretary, Howell Cobb,
abruptly agreed to that arrangement, and on 22 July the trial opened.
United States attorney James C. VanDyke prosecuted the case, barrister
John B. Chapman defended Reynolds, and Philadelphia "business men"
Charles John Biddle and Rush VanDyke (probably a cousin or other
relation of James C. VanDyke), along with Treasury Department
accountant Richard T. Mathews, served as arbitrators. Mathews's relationship with Reynolds, if any, has not been established, but Reynolds,
James C. VanDyke, and arbitrators Rush VanDyke and Biddle (who may
have had business interests but were respectively a medical doctor and
a lawyer) were probably old acquaintances. In late 1846 Reynolds,
Biddle, and Rush VanDyke were engaged in recruiting Philadelphia men
to serve in the Mexican War-Reynolds for U.S. Army regiments, and
Biddle and VanDyke for volunteer units. In December of that year,
George Cadwalader, a Philadelphia militia general, requested that
Secretary of War William L. Marcy allow Reynolds to stand for election
as a field officer in a Pennsylvania volunteer regiment. Marcy rejected
that request on grounds of inability to fill the vacancy created by
Reynolds's departure; however, it is evident that Reynolds was eager for
volunteer service and promotion, and it is difficult to believe he was
unacquainted with company commanders such as Biddle and Rush
VanDyke who might serve iIi his regiment and whose support would be
essential in winning a field-officer election. Perhaps more to the point,
Biddle and James C. VanDyke were prominent members of .the
prosouthern wing of the Philadelphia Democratic Party of which John
Forney was a leader and to which the politically active Reynolds
belonged. Biddle subsequently became editor of The Age, a Philadelphia
newspaper that Forney described in his memoirs as "the Democratic
organ of Pennsylvania. "68
Over the next two months the three arbitrators made "a very thorough and extended examination': of settlements provided by the second
and third auditors. The second auditor's settlement has been lost, but the
third auditor's 28 February 1855 settlement---eontaining the accountants'
commentary on 206 vouchers disallowed for discrepancies, irregularities, inconsistencies, errors, erasures, alterations, and omissions-has
survived. Ofthe $70,481.66 the third auditor claimed Reynolds owed the
government, dubious firewood, saw log, and forage transactions with
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Robert Nesbit accounted for $16,889.71; vouchers "bearing marks,
alterations, etc." totaled $13,707.98; and "explanations, corrections,
etc." deemed unsatisfactory amounted to $12,575.42. A charge of
$29,110 for the "apparent over issue ... to public animals ... of 14,555
Bushels of Grain Forage" was "withdrawn for the present," but
Reynolds's claim that he "accidentally omitted" $70,000 worth of
vouchers from his returns was dismissed out of hand. The third auditor
also dryly rejected $9,000 worth of vouchers submitted by Reynolds
after the settlement was completed. 69
The examination of Reynolds's accounts appears to have been a
congenial group project in which questions, answers, explanations, and
commentaries were permitted from the prosecutor, defense attorney,
arbitrators, witnesses, and defendant. Reynolds also drafted a statement
for presentation either as a deposition or, as appears more likely from the
wording, a speech. It is unclear whether the statement was delivered as
written or, for that matter, at all, but Reynolds's remarks reveal his
defense strategy and, to an even greater extent, his character:
At my solicitation the present suit was instituted by the United
States. Up to this time the contest has been an unequal one, for
on the one side stood the government officials seeking advancement and preferment by their unmanly persecution of an injured
man, hoping to cover up their o[w]n peculations by a shoe
[show] of honesty and an ardent devotion to the interests of the
country, while on the other you behold ... an humble individual who ever endeavores [sic] to live up to the Soldiers Maxim,
that "he who serves his Country best-best serves himself."
The ... base imputations upon my character .. : [typify] that
uncharitable spirit Which is ever ready to pronounce a summary
verdict and conviction, founded upon no other ground but the
mere fact of a charge having been alleged[:] a confident air, and
an unbridled tongue, are all that are necessary nowadays to
[transform] an accuser ... into witness, Judge and Executioner.
His slanders die not without progeny [but] ... became the chain
which binds their bleeding victim. But I now feel that I stand on
hallowed ground, in the presence of a jury of my Peers, to abide
by the verdict of a Tribunal in which human malignity or party
rancour [sic] can have no share.
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Preferring the more active and perilous encounters of the
field, I was called on in the spring of 1848 to discharge the
duties of Asst. Qr. Master with but a limited knowledge of
accounts and bookkeeping and necessarily dependant upon
accident in securing faithful and well quallified [sic] clerks on
whom I was forced to rely.... I now ask those gentlemen who
are familiar with commercial transactions, who know the difficulties that arise in large cities, where ... you have daily evidence of imposition and dishonesty on the part of employees,
what . . . must have been the difficulties and embarrassments
that surrounded me in a strange and distant land dependant upon
adventurers. 7o
Seemingly oblivious to Reynolds's ad hominem attacks, fact twisting, and characteristic refusal to address inconvenient specifics, the arbitrators turned with ostensible dutifulness to an examination of each of
the 206 vouchers rejected by the third auditor. Of the 190 on which
their decisions are unambiguous and legible, the third auditor was overruled on 108, including virtually all containing alleged erasures and
alterations of dates and figures. Reynolds's firewood, saw log, and forage deals with Nesbit were passed as well. Among the eighty-two rejections sustained, slightly more than half involved small computation
errors. On 4 September 1857 the arbitrators rendered their verdict:
Reynolds's $70,481.66 debit on the third auditor's accpunt was reduced
by $61,420.73, leaving a balance due the government of$9,060.93. On
the second auditor's account, the arbitrators· disallowed the entire
$56,825.54 and credited Reynolds with having spent $9,491.56 of his
own money, leaving a net balance in his favor of $430.63. The arbitrators did reject, however, a new batch of. vouchers submitted by
Reynolds after the trial opened, and they "declined to entertain" a claim
he submitted for back pay.7!
The improbable outcome of the Philadelphia proceedings was followed by equally curious events. On 1 October 1857 United States
attorney James C. VanDyke, whose unaggressive conduct throughout
the trial and failure to call Thomas S. J. Johnson as a witness are more
suggestive of a complacent defense attorney than a determined government prosecutor, wrote a "confidential" letter to President Buchanan:
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I understand that Capn. Reynolds intends making an application
for restoration to his former position in the Army, and believing
that an expression of opinion from me on this subject would not
be unacceptable, I have yielded to the request of his able counsel to write you unofficially.
The investigation of the case by the referees and by myself
was thorough[,] and I take great pleasure in stating that my judgment coincided with theirs upon every voucher and every question in the case [emphasis added]. I think injustice has been
done to Capn. Reynolds. There were many instances during the
trial which satisfied me of his strict integrity and that he is a
gentleman of ... high toned honor [who] would adorn any station in our army. I think that after the terrible ordeal through
[which] he has passed untarnished, it would be but an act of
simple justice for the government to make all the reparation in
its power by promptly restoring to hiin the [illegible] of which
he has been deprived. 72
Arbitrators Biddle, Rush VanDyke, and Mathews followed a few
days later with a letter to Secretary ofWar Floyd, "add[ing] to their official action
their individual opinion that in the transactions submitted to them
there was not to be found anything to impugn the entire
integrity and good faith of Capt. Reynolds." Hard upon the heels of that
document came a letter from seventeen citizens of Greenbrier County
"unit[ing] most cordially" to request that Reynolds "be restored to his
place in the Army of the U.S." Having "successfully vindicated himself
against the charge brought against him," the writers reasoned, "there
cannot exist any longer a doubt that he honestly disbursed all the public monies that 'came into his hands." Testimonials from forty-seven
army officers followed, as did a petition signed by eighty-nine members of the Virginia state legislature urging Floyd not only to restore
Reynolds's commission but also appoint him major of a new regiment.
In the latter ambition, however, Reynolds was disappointed, having
already been reinstated as a captain in the Quartermaster's Department
on 29 March 1858.73
Following the Philadelphia verdict, partner-turned-nemesis Thomas
S. J. Johnson, whose suit was still pending before the Court of Claims,
quickly realized that Reynolds had neither the intention nor means to
pay his (Johnson's) lumber claim. Obtaining no satisfaction from an
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exchange of letters in which he obliquely threatened to challenge
Reynolds to a duel and Reynolds invited him to do so, Johnson formally laid his case before the War Department on 1 April. In a letter
addressed to Floyd but transmitted via Jesup, Johnson sensibly omitted
any hint about the total illegality of the lumber transactions but otherwise presented an accurate rendering ofthe facts.7 4
In 1849, '50 and part of 1851 I furnished to Capt A. W. Reynolds
... quantities of Coal and Lumber ... for which [vouchers] were
signed principally by Mr. S. W. Folger of Santa Fe[,] who acted
as my Agent. ... The greater portion of the money was paid to
me from time to time up to ... June 1851, at which time there
was a balance due .... of $5,859.86 for which Capt Reynolds ..
. gave me his official receipt. ...
I returned to this city [Washington] from St. Louis in July
1855 determined to have the Claim at once paid or to proceed
with the legal prosecution thereof.... I then explained to the
Hon. Jose M. Gallegos[,] the Delegate to Congress from N.
Mexico[,] my business with the Captain[,] exhibiting to him
the Captain's receipt, and asking him to go with me ... when I
presented it with a demand for settlement[.] He did so [and] the
receipt was at once acknowledged by the Captain ... [who]
stat[ed] ... his inability then to settle it but promis[ed] in a
short time to take it up in his accounts or to have it otherwise
paid.... [That] promise [has] not ... been acted on
.
I [have] never for an instant waived this claim
but simply postponed [its] prosecution ... through what I now find to
be a mistaken sympathy. I finally deemed it to be due to myself,
and necessary to protect the government against a double payment[,] to enter my protest against the payment to Capt
Reynolds [that is, the crediting to Reynolds's accounts] of the
amount claimed by me[,] as will appear by . . . [my letter]
addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury dated August 14th,
1856
I am informed by the Treasury Department that this
protest
[was] sent to Mr. [J. C.] Van Dyke ... to be used in
the suit of the U.S. versus Reynolds. I was not called as a witness in this [case] and think such omission a peculiar feature in
that trial. 75
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On 29 April, Johnson, correctly deducing from Floyd's silence that
his claim was going nowhere, wrote to Floyd and "specifically charg[ed]
Capt. A. W. Reynolds with fraud." After waiting three months for a reply,
Johnson sent a note to Jesup on 9 August inquiring "if any action has
been had on my letter." Jesup responded the next day that he had not seen
and knew nothing about Johnson's second letter, which, one supposes,
Floyd purposely neglected to forward. In any case, Johnson immediately
sent Jesup a copy and a request, which Jesup rejected, for a court of
inquiry into Reynolds's conduct. In the meantime, Reynolds was
assigned to duty at Fort Snelling, Minnesota, and departed for that post
in late May. By March 1859 he was serving as assistant quartermaster at
Indianola, Texas. The following month, however, he was summoned
back to Washington to defend himself before the Court of Claims. The
trial began on or about 16 May when Reynolds was.called to the stand
for the first of seven appearances. 76
Although the disputed voucher, which was in Johnson's handwriting,
contained nothing specific about lumber and was singularly ambiguous,
several witnesses testified that the signature was Reynolds's. Reynolds,
however, professed no recollection of signing the voucher. Without denying that the signature was his, he raised doubts about its authenticity by
testifying that "the signature looks very much like my own, and if it were
not for some points about it, which I do not recollect to have ever made
to any signature of mine, I might say that it was my own.... In fact, I
cannot say that it is not my signature."77
For his part, Johnson produced Congressman Gallegos and two of
his former lawyers as witnesses, all of whom testified that Reynolds had
acknowledged his debt to Johnson in their presence and requested that
payment be deferred until his accounts were settled. One of the two
lawyers stated that he approached Reynolds on the subject "at least thirty times," and the second recalled "five or six" conversations.
Unfortunately, the second lawyer, John S. Pollard, contradicted himself
as to the date of the only such meeting that Reynolds acknowledged.
Additionally, Johnson was severely handicapped by inability to disclose
his business partnership with Reynolds-including their co-ownership
of the mill where the lumber was cut. Most damaging for Johnson, however, was his own authentication of dozens of vouchers accepted by the
Treasury Department in settling Reynolds's accounts, including eleven
specifying purchase from Folger and himself of the lumber upon which
his claim was based. As the government solicitor pointed out, if
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Johnson's previous affirmations concerning the vouchers were true, he
had already received the sum claimed; if they were false, he had assisted Reynolds in "commit[ting] a fraud, and ... cannot be permitted to
disprove the truth of his own receipts." In short, the solicitor concluded
with impeccable logic, "whether the transaction was honest or dishonest
the claimant cannot recover."78
During the trial Reynolds did not shrink from dissimulation, obfuscation, and outright concealment. When questioned where army lumber
was sawed, he testified that there were only "two saw-mills [in New
Mexico] belonging to citizens-one [owned by] Mr. [Samuel] Augney,
and another by Mr. Thomas S. J. Johnson. The principal part of the
lumber that I purchased I think came from Mr. Johnson's mill, or the
mill of which he claimed to be the owner." In that response he ignored
the fact that he and Johnson were co-owners of the mill.79
Again, Reynolds was asked by Johnson: "Did you not know.· .. that
the lumber and coal was furnished by the plaintiff, and that Mr. Folger
acted only as my agent in signing the vouchers referred to; and was not
that the course preferred and adopted to avoid delays of credit and the
cavils ... treasury officers usually made to vouchers ... signed by citizens connected with the quartermaster's department?" After initially
declining to answer that dangerous question "unless the government
insists," Reynolds voluntarily responded, "I did not understand that
Folger was the agent. I know that Mr. Johnson did sell lumber to the
department, and probably through agents, as very few of his own vouchers
are there. [But] there is no reason why he should not sign the vouchers him.self, as there would have been no trouble nor cavil in the Treasury
Department. ... [M]any of my accounts ... will show that I have [made1
purchasers] from employees of the department ... and the accounts have
been allowed by the Auditor and Comptroller." Reynolds's portrayal of
the Treasury Department's six-year investigation as a noncavil is
remarkable, and, given the intimacy of his business, military, political, and personal association with Johnson, one may safely doubt he
was unaware that Folger was Johnson's agent. However, Johnson's
point concerning the use of agents to avoid Treasury Department
scrutiny partially explains why the government had such difficulty
proving the illegality of Reynolds's activities: in the Byzantine world of
New Mexico financial skullduggery, one can imagine the difficulty of
tracing transactions in which Johnson sometimes acted as Reynolds's
agent, Folger sometimes acted as Johnson's agent, and, as the third
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auditor's settlement establishes, one Lucien Stewart sometimes acted as
Folger's agent. 80
A final decision in the case was not rendered until 18 March 1861,
by which time the first shots of the Civil War were less than a month
away, but Judge James Hughes's ruling was clear, succinct, and difficult
to gainsay: "The [lumber and coal] transaction ... exhibits the plaintiff
furnishing vouchers, by himself and his agents, to the quartermaster, to
be used in the settlement of his accounts with the department, upon which
the money had not been paid. Such proceedings are in violation of the
express,provisions of a public statute, and no contract founded upon them
can be enforced in a court oflaw."81
Academic though Judge Hughes's decision may have been by the
time it was rendered, the court proceedings bring what appears to be the
critical aspect of the Reynolds-Johnson-Nesbit fraud and embezzlement
nexus into heightened focus; namely, their saw logs and lumber cartel.
Reynolds employed Nesbit as an agent to procure saw logs for the army;
civilian woodcutters, paid with army funds, cut the trees on government
land; and Nesbit, although a salaried government employee and not an
independent businessman, was paid for the logs with government funds
that were partially kicked back to Reynolds. The logs were then transported in the thirty-two wagons owned by Thomas S. J. Johnson to the
Santa Fe River sawmill owned by Reynolds and Johnson. There they
were sawed into lumber and transported to quartermaster depots controlled by Reynolds, who then paid Johnson for the lumber with government funds and received another kickback. Much of the lumber was utilized for government purposes, but, as the third auditor's settlement
demonstrated, much was unaccounted for. Some was retained by
Reynolds (as suggested by the reference to "your planks & lumber" in the
Blurnner letter of 31 January 1853) and either sold to Santa Fe businessmen, with Reynolds pocketing the profit, or, to provide a more secure
"laundering" function, exchanged for real estate. Such a transaction was
probably the sale of the Independence House Hotel to Reynolds for $5.00
by a consortium of Hispano businessmen on 23 December 1850.
Reynolds sold the hotel to another businessman, Solomon Jacob
Spiegelberg, for $3,466 eight days later; then, on 14 July 1851, bought it
back for $1.00. 82
Although Alexander W. Reynolds was an egregious exception to
one historian's "maturing ... ethic" of the pre-Civil War officer corps
as an "apolitical instrument of public policy," his significance in New
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Mexico history is less easily assessed. Much evidence to the contrary,
he was never convicted of embezzlement or any other crime, and he
was usually plausible, if not ultimately convincing, in his own defense.
Moreover, had he never set foot in New Mexico, it is likely that an
unfettered, scofflaw polity and venal economic system, already developing at the time of his arrival, would have continued its evolution.
Even so, it seems clear that Reynolds exacerbated, perfected, and systematized unsavory aspects of the territory's economic and political life
that otherwise would have been less toxic, divisive, and pervasive. It is
very doubtful, in short, that in the absence of an army man in their highest leadership the Territorialists could have forged a cohesive, coordinated alliance of so many practitioners of military, political, judicial,
and entrepreneurial corruption. 83
The institutionalized corruption of the Munroe-Houghton-Reynolds
regime also suggests alternative interpretations to some important events
of the early territorial period. For example, Colonel Sumner's attempt to
circumvent the astronomical cost of procuring supplies by establishing
"post farms" not only ended "in virtual failure," as historian Robert W.
Frazer has pointed out, but also provoked a severe if temporary depression in the territorial economy. The necessity for such an experiment,
however, probably had less to do with intrinsic economic factors than the.
excesses of Captain Reynolds. 84
To cite another example, the Territorialists' improbable 1850 flipflop to a pro-statehood position has been explained as primarily a
response to pressure from the Zachary Taylor administration and as a
reaction to territorial claims on New Mexico by Texas. Be that as it
may, .their sudden change was also a ploy to perpetuate the military
regime by demanding what, in the context of "the burning issue of slavery and its expansion," Congress would find it nearly impossible to
grant. To ensure rejection of New Mexico's statehood application, the
Territorialist-dominated constituent assembly produced a constitution
containing, in the words of historian Robert W. Larson, "an antislavery
provision that refused to equivocate and thereby reduce opposition
from Southern states." Lest Southern senators and congressmen miss
the point, the constitution was accompanied by a gratuitous declaration
proclaiming, "Wherever [slavery] has existed it has proved a curse and
a blight to the State upon which it has been inflicted,-a moral and
political evil. ... [W]e have unanimously rejected it':-ifforever." There
was truth, justice, and honor in those words, of course, but very little in
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the men who wrote them. They were surely intended as a death blow to
New Mexico statehood. 85
Looking at the slavery issue in a broader context, it is the authors'
belief that the Territorialists' uncompromising, high-profile abolitionism
was a masquerade to create the misimpression that slavery was an acrimonious issue in a region where, as Weightman rightly asserted in the
Congressional speech quoted above, it was virtually nonexistent and
"will not pay." Territorialist abolitionism also was not without hypocrisy
on a more elementary level. According to Weightman, the 1850 New
Mexico census enumerated only seventeen blacks (six slaves and eleven
freedmen) in a population of61,547. Page 362 of that census reveals that
two of the slaves, Thomas and Synta Reynolds, age forty-five and thirtytwo, were chattels of the senatorial candidate chosen by the
Territorialists under the abolitionist constitution they themselves had
written. The conclusion does not seem too harsh that the U.S. Army and
its Territorialist allies, in their venality, mendacity, cynicism, and
exploitation of Pueblos and Hispano pobres, created in New Mexico a
satrapy that was a travesty of American concepts of justice and government under the law. Reynolds's legacy was to be a founding father of an
appalling if short-lived polity analogous to the aberration he once
claimed would result under Hispano rule: namely, one that was "corrupt,
ignorant, and disgraceful in a Territory of the United States."86
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impassioned debate in Congress and throughout the nation. One such proposal, which became law on 9 September, provided for the organization of New
Mexico as a territory with the slavery question to be decided later by popular
sovereignty. In that context and with moderation and compromise absolute
necessities to insure the Union's survival, Territorialist motives for adopting a
state constitution denouncing as well as prohibiting slavery seem even more
suspect.
86. "Weightman Speech," Appendix to the Congressional Globe, vol.
24:323, 335; New Mexico Territorial Census, 1850, Santa Fe County, 362;
Twitchell, The Military Occupation ofNew Mexico, 177.
Reynolds's subsequent career was almost as improbable as his New
Mexico years. During the 1860 secession crisis he conspired with San Antonio
secessionists while serving as quartermaster of the U.S. Army's Department of
Texas, and $50,271.76 in government funds disappeared. Reynolds himself
soon did the same and, omitting the formality of resigning his commission, he
joined the rebellion. While Mary sat out the war in Philadelphia, Reynolds
served for four years as a colonel and brigadier general. The high point of his
Confederate career, and probably of his life, occurred on 25 November 1863,
at the Battle of Missionary Ridge, where he led his brigade with courage and
skill. Nevertheless, because of another general's erroneous report, he became
one of the scapegoats for that debacle. Pursued by reports of debauchery and
heavy drinking, he ended his Confederate service as commandant of an
obscure military district in northeast Georgia.
After the war Reynolds moved with Mary, Frank, and Frank's wife and
infant son to New York City, where he failed as a professional artist. In 1870, following several years of near poverty, father and son accepted commissions in the
army of the Egyptian khedive and sailed for Alexandria. There Reynolds served
ineffectually in various staff positions and lived in sybaritic gentility with his
extended family in a dilapidated palace. In July 1875, Frank, who had returned
to the United States with his wife, son, and Mary on an Egyptian Army assignment, died of a heart attack. Devastated by the loss of his only surViving child,
Reynolds sank into depression and alcoholism. He died, lonely and broke, in an
Alexandria rooming house on 26 May 1876, and was buried in a local cemetery.
His grave was apparently never marked and can no longer be located. See W. T.
Jordan Jr., 1. D. Chapla, and S. C. Sutton, Soldier of Misfortune: Alexander
Welch Reynolds of the United States, Confederate, and Egyptian Armies
(Lewisburg, W.Va.: Greenbrier Historical Society, in press); W. T. Jordan Jr. and
1. D. Chapla, "'0 what A Turbill Affair': Alexander W. Reynolds and His North
Carolina-Virginia Brigade at Missionary Ridge, Tennessee, November 25,
1863," North Carolina Historical Review 77 (July 2000): 312-36.
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